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n the wheel of the year Lughnasa is the 

cross-quarter point between Summer 

Solstice and Fall Equinox. Lughnasa 

began at a time when pre-Celtic peoples were 

very aware of the cycles of the sun. They had to 

be because they grew all their own food! Since 

they wanted to express their gratitude, they 

made a sun god, Lugh, to thank him. Lugh means 

“shining one.” Lugh’s foster mother, Tailtiu, 

invented agriculture. Tailtiu brought farming to 

every corner of Ireland, and she was so worn out 

by the time she finished, she died. Lugh, because 

he loved her (as the sun loves the earth), started 

the first Lughnasa celebration of games and 

feasting to honor Tailtiu. 

 

Tailtiu and Lugh on the Dance Altar: 

 

 
 

 

Lughnasa, around August 1st, celebrates the 

harvest of the first fruits of the season, the 

berries and the grains. Originally people 

harvested the very first of the first grains 

ceremonially. (Some still do!) They reaped, 

threshed, dried, milled, and shaped the grains 

into a special loaf and baked it in a sacred fire of 

rowan wood.  

 

Our native blueberries and corn on the Mesa 

Altar: 

 

 
 

Notice those yellow flowers. They are our native 

sunflowers, Helianthus helianthoides. Before 
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picking them for the altar, we watched a tiger 

swallowtail visiting them: 

 

 
 
 

This is the mystery of nature and spirit. The sun 

enters the flower, enters the grain 

(photosynthesis!), so we eat the sun. The god 

dies so people can live. The grain-god is killed 

and dismembered and is resurrected. For 

Christians this is celebrated as Lammas, “Loaf-

Mass.”   

Hoof and horn, hoof and horn, all that dies shall be 

reborn. Corn and grain, corn and grain, all that 

falls shall rise again. 

 

Cornbread Lugh. We broke Lugh and shared him 

for communion: 

 

 

Then, with apple juice, we toasted the fruits of our 

accomplishments that we will soon be harvesting. 

 

Because Lughnasa is also about playing games, 

groups then had fun creating invocations to the 

sacred and acting them out for each other. Wish I 

had taken some pictures of that! 

 

To close the circle in gratitude, we went outside 

and made offerings of birdseed thrown to the four 

directions. 

 

Here are the lovely grounds of the Pittsboro 

Senior Center where we celebrated and danced: 

 

 
 
   

hanks so much to Katja for reading her 

beautiful Lughnasa poem. Thanks to Mark 

for leading us in a program of dances 

created by Murshid Sam, the originator of the 

Dances of Universal Peace, that followed the 

celebration. And thank you, as always, to our 

faithful musicians and dancers. 

 

Mark and the musicians attuning to the dances:  

 

 
 
   

May the circle be open, yet unbroken… 

Blessed Be, 

Hakima Betty Lou 
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